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PINK’S LEGENDARY HOLLYWOOD HOT DOGS MAKE A SPLASH AT
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM
Miami – February 3, 2015 – Pink's Hot Dogs, a Hollywood Legend since 1939, has
partnered with Miami Seaquarium and opened its first hot dog cart in the Southeast
U.S. across from the Shark Channel exhibit in the marine park. This family owned
business was named by Fox News as number one in a list of Top Ten Hot Dog
Stands in the U.S., and attracts celebrities including Jay Leno, Martha Stewart, and
Food Network superstars Giada de Laurentiis and Guy Fieri just to name a few,
who love Pink’s hot dog that snaps when you bite into it, and their chili, a secret
family recipe. This will be the only Pink's location in the Southeast and the only
one in Florida.
“Their 75 year history, family oriented culture, guest service and tasty hot dogs
makes them a perfect fit for Miami Seaquarium,” said General Manager Andrew
Hertz. “The story of how they started is remarkable, and now it's probably one of
the most famous hot dog stands in the country.”
It started in 1939 as a love story with Paul & Betty Pink selling hot dogs from a
cart on a neighborhood street corner at La Brea & Melrose in Hollywood,
California. Seventy five years later, Pink's has grown far beyond a cart and has
become a Hollywood landmark and internationally famous, now operated by Paul
& Betty’s family: Richard, Gloria, and Beverly. The Pink family has expanded its
famous hot dogs into several locations throughout Southern California, Las Vegas,
Connecticut and Ohio.

Signature dogs on the menu will include the Original, the Chili Dog and the Chili
Cheese Dog.
“Bringing Pink’s to Miami Seaquarium is like having a little bit of Hollywood in
South Florida,” says family member and co-owner Richard Pink. “We love that our
hot dogs have been made famous in TV and movies and are the favorites of
countless movie stars who visit our Hollywood location. We're excited to bring
that fun and delicious experience to Miami Seaquarium for their guests to enjoy.”
Guests can obtain a $10 discount to visit the park and enjoy these legendary hot
dogs. For discount coupon please visit: www.miamiseaquarium.com/deals.
Please note that this discount offer is only valid the month February 2015 and is
not valid with any other offers or annual pass purchase.
About Miami Seaquarium
Miami Seaquarium, South Florida’s most popular tourist attraction, is a familyoriented marine-life park open to the public 365 days a year. The park, accredited
by the Alliance of Marine Mammal Parks and Aquariums, provides visitors with a
greater understanding and appreciation for marine life through shows,
presentations and marine-life exhibits. For information call (305) 361-5705 or
visit www.miamiseaquarium.com.
About Palace Entertainment
Palace Entertainment is one of the leading leisure park operators in the United
States. With parks located in 10 states, Palace Entertainment continues its
expansion of brands within the family entertainment sector. The company
operates Kennywood amusement park in Pennsylvania, Noah’s Ark water park in
Wisconsin, Splish Splash water park in New York, and Raging Waters in
California, among many other family favorite destinations. Palace Entertainment’s
parks provide family oriented and affordable attractions to visitors of all ages,
offering a wide range of attractions, such as roller coasters, Ferris wheels, live
shows, variable depth pools, water slides, animal shows, miniature golf courses
and arcade games. Palace Entertainment greets over 13 million visitors annually.
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